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stages, Andy proclaims this the next
step in their third incarnation, one that
began with the release of ‘Braille’ in 2018.
That album saw Palm Reader shed their
long-contested associations with the
post-hardcore scene and endlessly lazy
comparisons to The Dillinger Escape
Plan. But to land on the sound they have
since mastered on ‘Sleepless’, the band
- completed by guitarist Sam RondeauSmith, bassist Josh Redrup and drummer
Dan Olds - needed to battle through a
particularly dark chapter in their story.
“Everyone died,” Andy bluntly recalls of
the lead up to ‘Braille’.
“We had a lot of bereavement in our family
and friends, which clearly affected us in a
way, consciously or not. It made us look at
what we were doing and ask whether we
carry on doing this.”
Like many faced with the realities of grief,
their priorities shifted dramatically, and
although it found them toying with the
idea of giving up, ‘Braille’ offered Palm
Reader much needed catharsis.
“The mortality of life comes at you really
fucking quick sometimes,” Josh laments.
“It makes you reassess what you are doing
and the way you are doing it. That’s what
happened. We became adults, and more
of a family as a band. We were looking
after ourselves and each other, and just
approaching things in a lot more of a
mature way.”
In going through such profound
experiences, and in finding solace in their
music, Palm Reader struck their own
chord. With ‘Sleepless’, the band afforded
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